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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

While the station is basically rectangular in shape, with the exception 
of the typical trackside dispatcher's bay (which in this structure is 
rectangular) and a slightly indented freight wing (both front and back 
side) , its simple design is effectively disguised by two bracket supported 
slightly bellcast shed roofs that are pierced front and back by off-center 
gable roofs signifying the 26' by 37' passenger section of the depot. A 
single stack chimney, decorated with a simple string course three-quarters 
of the way up, punctuates the roof on the front and just off-center of the 
crux which joins the roof ridges. At a level above the passenger floor 
level, the 50' by 72' single floor freight wing juts out from the main 
structure.

The typical clapboard siding is initiated on the bottom by plain vertical 
wainscoting extending around the perimeter of the building and brought to 
a conclusion by a slightly extended undecorated wooden course. Gable 
pediments are shingled, and bringing each gable to its peak is a radiating 
design which reverses the triangular upward thrust and brings the eye in 
ward to a point centered over the decorated cornice highlighting the 
second story windows.

All of the windows in the structure, with the exception of the lights over 
the freight doors and two small windows staring out over the freight wing, 
are four pane and double hung. There are four doors^, two of which open to 
ward the front and two trackside. with the exception of one double track- 
side door, each of which is two panels, the doors are all in the four panel 
style with the cross member appearing two-thirds of the way down from the 
top. The freight doors show the typical braced "x" configuration on the 
top and vertical four panel construction beneath.

The station exterior continues to bear the original Denver and Rio Grande 
yellow paint highlighted by the chocolate brown, but the typical feet-and- 
freight-worn station platform surrounding the structure has been removed.

However, the interior continues to boast its waiting room, ticket and 
dispatcher's office, and freight area on the first floor and the living 
quarters and storage areas on the second, an arrangement not always found 
in Colorado railroad depots. Only the installation of an interior bath 
room facility to replace the old five by ten privy distinguishes the 
station structurally from its historical appearance.

Today, housing an art galley, this lone survivor of an idea only half- 
realized stands by itself amidst the pine-covered mountains and nearby 
cottonwoods that march up the valley along the Rio Grande. Perhaps with 
out realizing that Highway 149 passing by the old station caused in part 
its abandonment, travelers admire and sometimes stop at the cheerful 
little yellow and brown reminder of the days of silver and steam.
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Wagon wheel Gap, its name associated by early day travelers with a myster 
ious cluster of abandoned wagon wheels, is located in an area that remained 
unsettled during Colorado's hectic mining rushes. Only the occasional 
forays of explorers, hunters, and a few prospectors penetrated the Ute— 
Indian held lands lying to the west of the lightly settled Spanish land 
grants in the San Luis Valley of Colorado. But, mineral finds in the 
mountains forming and flanking the continental Divide created an irre- 
sistable tide that brought the Indian lands into the hands of the eastern 
newcomers.

The newcomers brought more than their picks and shovels, for with them came 
the whole paraphernalia of the life styles and transportation methods to 
which they were accustomed. While, as in the East, western transportation 
route'usually followed the streams and rivers, most were unnavigable. Yet, 
the rivers had cut accessible routes into the towering mountains and by 
following the river courses, travelers and settlers were? 3Le<Jifinto the 
otherwise obstructed high mountain mineral finds and grazing lands.

Wagon Wheel Gap stands astride the Rio Grande which, after it snakes its 
way from its mountain headwaters, leaves Colorado by way of the broad San 
Luis Valley and eventually finds its way into the Gulf of Mexico. Far 
south and centuries before, tiie conquistadores had followed its course 
north in an effort to explore, map, and settle its northern reaches. By 
the latter part of the nineteenth century, uppermost reaches, characterized 
by colorful rock outcrops, pine covered forelands, broad grassy valleys 
and natural hot springs, were being visited by hunters, fishermen, and 
travelers seeking relaxation in the high, clear mountain air.

The natural setting and seim-established resort atmosphere as well as its 
proximity to the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad reaching west for the silver 
fields near the Continental Divide drew the attention of its president, 
William Jackson palmer. Veering north with a railroad spur at South Fork 
near Del Norte, location surveys were completed to Wagon Wheel Gap by June 1, 
1881. Following quickly, grading and bridging was completed by the end of 
that year. Soon after, track gangs began laying the narrow (three-foot) 
gauge track and by July 6, 1883, work had been completed. The line opened 
for business a week later.

continued on page 2
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Although the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad was encircling and trying to 
service the mineral rich San Juan mountains, activity at the little depot 
reached its peak during the early years when, as the terminal of the rail 
road, passengers debarked the train for their stay in the area or for 
further travel by stage coach while freight was transferred to wagons for 
its trip to the mountain settlements beyond.

Always seeking ways to increase business along his railroad that was both 
developing and colonizing Colorado, Palmer promoted the Gap as a Spa to 
rival the likes of Vichy and Baden-Baden and to that end, his own 
Mineral Hot Springs Hotel took its place among the lesser hostels punctu 
ating the landscape.

The railroad continued to carry passengers and freight in and out of the 
mountains along the picturesque Rio Grande from its terminous at the Gap 
until it began to groan under the weight of rich silver ore being shipped 
from Creede just up the way following the strike of 1891. Shortly after, 
rails were extended past Wagon Wheel Gap to Creede.

For a while, business along the railroad rose to lusty new heights, but 
most of it went right on by the Gap station on its way to the boom town 
above. Even this was short lived, however, for the Silver Panic of 1893 
crushed silver values and with it the booming economy of Colorado's south 
west. The exuberance gone, the railroad and the Wagon Wheel Gap station 
continued to bring visitors and vacationers to its nearby natural hot 
springs, and surrounding hunting and fishing spots but it never quite 
rivaled its European counterparts.

Again, it was to be wheels that were to leave their legacy at the Gap, 
but this time, it was to be rubber wheels speeding along leaving in the 
dust the little brown and yellow station, just like so many other Colorado 
branch railroad stops. Passenger and freight business dwindled to such a 
degree following World War II that the passenger business was discontinued 
altogether while today, a freight train makes its way past the old station 
but once a week. New and more modern vacation spots also lured vacationers 
to other resort lands in the nation.

But the station remains as a surviving reminder of a booming time when the 
future lay there at the station, the hub of Wagon Wheel Gap.
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